“What Senator [Harry] Reid may call domestic terrorists, I call Patriots.”

- Former U.S. Senator Dean Heller (R-Nevada)
“The BLM has become a bureaucratic agency of – basically – terrorism. So, at what point do we band together as elected officials, and say, ‘Enough is enough of the BLM?’”

- State Representative Michele Fiore (R-Nevada)
“The federal government, the BLM, the Forest Service, the FBI, the DEA, any of those guys, they’re not elected. Those other entities, they answer to me.”

- Beaver County (Utah) Sheriff Cameron Noel
“You, the people of Nevada, not Washington bureaucrats, should be in charge of your own land ... I will fight day and night to return full control of Nevada’s lands to its rightful owners. Its citizens.”

- U.S. Senator Ted Cruz (R-Texas)